lutely perfect teammate in that act, remaining completely still and thinking about what we shall have for dinner or of some charming costume worn by a woman in the gallery. Some other lady might look up at the wrong time to see how the trick is done.

Hahn says an interesting reflection of the marked growth of women’s interest in golf was another reason he dropped the Wm. Tell number. There now are many women in galleries at his exhibitions and after his performances some of them always tell Hahn the “Tell” sharp-shooting was frightening and not in the delightful tenor of all the rest of his show.

WGA Offers Insurance Plan to Member Club Employees

Answering a long-due need for the employees of country clubs, Western Golf Association this spring is offering a group life and accident insurance plan to cover regular employees of WGA member clubs.

The plan, which includes benefits ranging from $1,000 to $5,000, will not go into effect until accepted by a representative group of clubs, but indications are
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that it will be adopted by July or August. Cost of the plan, which would cover those employees who serve the club seven or more months each year, will be borne by the individual club.

"We are not sure that our member clubs are ready for the insurance at this time," pointed out President James L. O'Keefe, "but feel group life insurance is of vital importance in establishing a high caliber of employee. If the plan meets with the approval of a representative group of clubs, we are sure it will spread rapidly and soon become an accepted policy for the majority of the nation's country clubs."

No medical examination is required for those to be insured, and the plan is available to clubs with as few as five eligible employees. Rates, according to Mr. O'Keefe, are commensurate with those of other group insurance plans and it is hoped they will be decreased as the program gains acceptance.

The insurance is being underwritten by the State Life Assurance Company of Worcester, Massachusetts. Country clubs interested in investigating the possibility of participating in the plan are requested to write Western Golf Ass'n., Golf, Ill.

The SKINNER Irrigation Company
415 Water Street, Troy, Ohio

Many clubs are successfully using this easy, effective way of eliminating ugly ball marks from greens. They provide their players with inexpensive Divot Fixers and have from 200 to 400 golfers helping maintain their greens. Repeat orders prove that this little tool has an actively useful place on all courses.

Prices: for nickel plated, plain or imprinted as shown—
F.O.B. Des Moines, Ia.:  
1000—$65  
250—$20

Ten percent of order in small individual envelopes with printed directions. Extra envelopes one cent each.

Ten dollars extra for imprinting name of firm or club. Limit of 25 letters and spaces for upper; 29 for lower line.